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I am delighted to be able to write the introduction to our excellent magazine, a collaborative triumph 
between the residents and staff (mainly Louise Anderson) at Wadswick Green. There is considerable input 
from residents, for which we are all extremely grateful.

The New Year typically marks a point in time to step back and reflect on the past year, and to look forward 
with renewed goals and ambitions. Often these revolve around physical or mental health and wellbeing, 
dietary changes or taking up new hobbies or reviving old passions.

One of the great advantages of living at Wadswick Green is that many of these ambitions can be made easier 
to achieve by the onsite activities, shared community interests, skills and facilities on offer.

There is a special focus for example on dancing in this edition, following on from the fascinating insight into 
the many sporting endeavours showcased so well in the last edition.

So, what lies ahead in 2020? We are committed to providing more opportunities and activities for residents 
to enjoy as much or as little as they like. In January there are extra fitness and wellness classes being run to 
start the year as you mean to go on – hopefully that extra exercise sticks this year! Speak to Dimitrij to find out 
more. The management also want to make more use of the outside facilities when the weather eventually 
improves and start to use the ‘boules court’ area more and enter Wadswick Green into regular competitions 
with other villages or clubs to make this more structured and dare I say, competitive!

This format should be matched by the croquet enthusiasts too, again with more regular events planned. Plus 
of course the return of the highly successful golf event followed by the summer soirée. 

An annual activities calendar has been produced to see what else is going on and includes indicative timings 
for things such as a WG ‘Bake Off’, more private dining, a classic car show, outdoor cinema, wine tasting, food 
and ale festival, arts and crafts and much more. 

This is on top of the numerous events and group activities already in existence. If anyone wants to suggest, 
join in, organise or help us organise new additional activities that we are not already doing, then please speak 
to one of the management team. We want to help everyone get the most out of 2020 whether it be through 
more active living or doing something less strenuous!

      Happy
    New Year!  

Chief Executive Officer
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The Greenhouse Coffee Shop and Restaurant offers something for everyone
Delicious relaxed or a la carte evenings with friends

Hearty breakfasts and lunch time fixes of delicious sandwiches, paninis and homemade soups
Cakes and pastries accompanied by Lavazza Italian coffee

Come down and experience every meal with us
All of our food is made with high quality and local produce

 

Telephone: 01225 220 831 | Email: thegreenhouse@wadswickgreen.co.uk 

www.thegreenhousewg.co.uk 

The Greenhouse | The Pavilion | Wadswick Green | Corsham | SN13 9RD

CoffEE SHoP & BAR - oPEN DAILy
Monday to Saturday       9.00am to 9.00pm
Sunday                            9.00am to 6.00pm
Cooked breakfast daily   9.00am to 11.30am

RESTAuRANT
Lunch - Tues to Sun     12noon to 3.00pm
Dinner - Thurs to Sat    5.00pm to 9.00pm

THE GREENHouSE
CoffEE SHoP & RESTAuRANT
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The Green Team
Happy New Year to you all. 
Autumn was rather challenging 
because of the wet weather and 
the deadline for works on Ash 
Lane.  However, we got there in 
the end and can now integrate it
into the rest of the estate during 
the start of 2020. The team and 
I planted an additional 8000 
bulbs in communal areas for all 
to enjoy. With Christmas out of 
the way, there is plenty planned 
for late winter in preparing the 
borders with thinning, mulching 
and making changes in places. 
Let’s hope the snow stays away!

Chris Liversidge
The Garden Business

It seems as though the health of our 
trees across the south west is under 
siege. Many of the main tree species 
we know and love have a disease 
that can have a big impact on them.  
We are now seeing advanced 
stages of ash dieback right across 
the area, with many now either 
dead or almost dead. This is heart-
breaking for foresters and will have 
a big impact on our local landscape. 
Other problems aren’t as dramatic 
and with careful management we 
can control them to some degree 
or other. 

Having said this, the general health 
of the trees at Wadswick is good. 
We had a bit of anthracnose in 
the plane trees earlier this year. It is 
possible this will show itself again in 
the spring, but the trees do normally 
make a complete recovery. Some 
of the old oaks are starting to show 
their age and are going ‘a bit thin 
on top’. Apical dieback is normally a 
sign that the roots are struggling to 
pump sap to the further reaches at 
the highest points of the tree. Like all 
of us, the vigour goes with age! In a 
woodland situation the tree would 
be left to grow old gracefully, but 
where there is high public access, 
at some point the dead wood will 
need to be removed before it falls 
on someone or something. The 
annual health check of all the trees is 
about to happen, so I will be looking 
at each tree and assessing the health 
and safety of each one.  Hopefully 
we can help the trees continue to 
set the beautiful ambience within 
which you live and enjoy. 

Bill Ayers, Ayers forestry

The two bat houses continue 
to support a maternity colony 
of lesser horseshoe bats (LHBs) 
and to obtain a reliable estimate 
of colony size, I completed 

simultaneous after dark bat roost 
emergence counts of both bat 
houses using two surveyors.  
The first count was in July, when 
LHBs were known to be giving 
birth, and the second was in 
August, when the pups were 
independent of their mothers 
and flying.

The results of the two counts 
showed us that the 2019 LHB 
maternity colony across the two 
bat houses comprised 99 adults 
that we estimate gave birth and 
raised 8 young to adulthood.  
The bat houses were also shown 
to support a small day roost 
of between 1 and 3 greater 
horseshoe bats. 

Duncan Painter, 
Applied Ecology
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Cinderella.com
 The Wadswick Green Panto by Sylvia Humphries

Could she do it again? Last year’s pantomime was such a success we all 
wondered if Sylvia could pull it off once more.  

The pantomime is based 
(very loosely) on the story of 
Cinderella looking for a husband. 
On Sylvia’s radar this was to be 
achieved by online dating and 
what a lot of fun was had trying 
to accomplish this. It was a 
laughter-filled evening with in-
jokes a plenty.  A pantomime to 
end all pantomimes.

The costumes were wonderful 
and the plot (to one who is 
not at all technically savvy) 
illuminating.  I think there might 
be one or two of us who would 
be tempted to try!

Everyone played their parts 
with real skill and enthusiasm 
and the audience participation 
was well received.

Thank you to you all who 
gave us such a happy and 
memorable evening.  

Well she has done it again. Thank 
you Sylvia; this was a triumph!

Review by Marilyn McGee

Lesser Horseshoe Bat Pup
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Art at 
Wadswick 
Green
The Wadswick Green Art 
Group meets at 10am 
on the first and third 
Thursday of the month. 
See some of the fantastic 
works created by our 
members and hear about 
their love of Art.

Why do I come?  It’s  welcoming, 
instructive, friendly and fun!  

Claire

The art’s most enjoyable – I’ve 
picked it up again after 7 years and 
it’s so nice to be in a group with 
lots of people with similar aims.   

Sylvia B

I come to continue with what’s 
been a long standing hobby – and 
I’ve done different stuff in acrylics, 
stained glass and mosaics.   

Glenda H

I haven’t done any watercolour 
painting since I left school and 
I always thought I could draw 
OK when I was in school, but I 
messed things  up when I tried 
to paint.  But having joined the 
art group, June encouraged 
me to get some water colours 
and try them, which I did and I 
was pleasantly surprised that it 
wasn’t such a mess as I thought 
it would be and actually the 
results were quite recognisable 
as in what they were supposed 
to be.  I just painted it straight on 
the paper - and I was pleased 
with the result – I did enjoy it!

Geraldine

The art group - they come as 
beginners or as experienced 
painters and anything in 
between! Some come 
because they like painting and 
chatting in a group – others 
take it more seriously and are 
away in a world of their own 
concentration.  Others love 
colour and some love trees and 
painting them…. 

Kathie

I did art at school but am mostly 
self taught – I’d belonged 
to an art class in Hampshire 
and found we learnt a lot 
from each other – but it’s the 
fellowship and you learn from 
each other – you see different 
techniques and hear their 
experiences and see how they 
approach different things – 
very beneficial to be working 
with other people rather than 
on my own.  

Diana

Coming to art group is good 
because you are being with 
like-minded people who have a 
variety of previous art experiences 
and you hear what they’ve done 
and see different ideas of drawing 
and painting – everyone’s very 
industrious - a lot of chatting goes 
on as well – it’s so different from 
working on your own in your 
apartment  - it’s just that being 
with other people who are also 
working stimulates you to work 
harder or try something different 
– we all help each other.  

June

We met at the international club at 
Bristol University and I was looking 
for German girls to help with my 
German conversation, and my 
wife was looking for French boys 
– I don’t know why – but didn’t 
succeed and she ended up with 
someone of German descent, 
namely me!  And now we come 
to the art group together!  I’m not 
really a natural artist but enjoy 
the social side of it – and it 
gives me something to do.  

John H
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Group

Artwork By June

By Sylvia B

By Geraldine

By Diana

By Glenda H
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Norman and I met at a Church 
Youth Club Dance in our teens.  
At Harvest Socials we learned 
dances such as the Gay Gordons 
and the Valeta.  The whole 
youth group went to a local 
dance studio each week to learn 
ballroom dancing.

We went on a Youth Club holiday 
and several of us took part in the 
Charleston. We got engaged at 
my college May Ball. Pat Fuggle

Pamela went to tap-dancing 
classes and at the age of 15 
was selected for a pantomime 
in Jersey.  It was her first time 
away from home and was quite 
an adventure especially as the 
island was still recovering from 
the Occupation. Dancing also 
brought romance for Pamela as 
she met her husband at a dance 
at the Guildhall in Bath. 

Pamela Dodd

At the age of four I was enrolled in Miss Elise Baker’s 
School of Dancing where I stayed until the age of 18 
when she ‘threw’ the class out saying we were too 
old and she wanted to get home. While with her I and 
my classmates went through to Grade 5 of the Royal 
Academy exams (she was a graduate) and we always 
had RA examiners.  I always passed, never higher than 
a Commended.  We tried tap and some of the better 
girls did try point work, me with flat feet could not 
manage, so gave up. The school always had a yearly 
show and as time passed we included character and 
national.  I always had the boy parts – never did guess 
why!  All this gave me a love of ballet and knowing the 
correct step names and how difficult some of them 
are, I love to watch ballet either live or now, fortunately 
much cheaper, the live screenings to cinemas.

At primary school we had a lovely, but strict teacher, 
Mrs Scott who taught needlework, music and country 
dancing including Maypole.  We learnt many country 
dances and over the years this has come in very handy 
at Barn Dances etc.  Why do they not teach this at 
schools now?  In the 60s and 70s these dances were a 
lovely social and cheap night out.  Cheaper still if self-
organised. Hire or borrow a farmer’s barn and do your 
own food – a great night out!       

Catherine Puleston   

A dedication to 
two inspirational 
teachers
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DancingDays
Strictly Come 
Dancing is over for 
another year but 
some of our residents 
share their dancing 
memories to 
help us relive 
the enjoyment, 
glamour and 
romance of dance.

Back home on leave having 
spent the previous seven 
months with British Troops 
in Austria, I was looking for 
romance. A young lady, who 
we’ll call ‘B’, whom I had 
loved from childhood, alerted 
Maureen, a friend. “Keith’s 
home, you must meet him!”  
It was decided to make up a 
foursome to go dancing at 
Maurice Jay’s Dance Academy 
in Wood Green.  It was love at 
first waltz!  I had to move fast, I 
was departing for active service 

in Cyprus within weeks. Pretty 
girls were snapped up rapidly 
in those days by love hungry 
National Servicemen. Guess 
who promised to wait for my 
return. The rest is history. 

  Keith Watson

In 1957 Victor Silvester opened 
a dance studio in Kilburn, 
London. I belonged to a youth 
club and several of us (boys 
and girls) went there and had 
great fun.

Beryl Wells

Our

Image: Pat and Friends
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Were you a fan of Top of the Pops 
in the late 60s?  Remember the 
dancers in cages? Chances are 
you saw me as I was a ‘regular’ 
at the BBC recordings thanks 
to my Saturday job supervisor 
being the sister of the production 
manager.  Sometimes you’d just 
be dancing in the crowd around 
the stars (you had to dance like 
you were at a party and not 
look at the singers!) but on a fair 
few occasions I was chosen to 
dance in one of those cages.  
They liked you to wear short 
skirts and having very long hair 
was a plus too.  Sometimes old 
shows appear on TV but I’ve 
never been able to spot myself... 
maybe one day!

Joy Manton

In 2012 Strictly Come Dancing 
went to sea for the first 
time with P&O.  As we were 
seasoned cruisers, Strictly fans 
and it was timed to coincide 
with both of our birthdays and 
our wedding anniversary, it was 
a no-brainer.  We booked! And 
what a treat it was.

We had talks and Q&A sessions, 
met some of the dancers, Ian 
Waite and Natalie Lowe, Pasha 
Kovalev and Aliona Vilani and 
Craig Revel Horwood.  Lots 
of costumes sparkled round 
the decks and there were 
dancing competitions for the 
passengers.

Since then Strictly has gone 
to sea many times but the first 
cruise was very special and 
one that we remember every 
Saturday and Sunday during the 
land based television series.

Kathie and Malcolm Jennings

I attended a co-ed Grammar 
School and PE lessons were 
always quite separate for 
boys and girls BUT for the last 
half a dozen sessions before 
Christmas we had Ballroom 
Dancing instead. The boys 
would line up on one side of 
the school hall and the girls on 
the other and once the signal 
was given the boys made a dash 
for the girl of their choice.  This 
obviously meant that some girls 
would have several would-be 
partners whilst others were the 
proverbial wallflowers!  The 
teacher would then have to 
decide who partnered who – 
perhaps there could have been 
a more sensitive system.

We were then taught the main 
ballroom dances and also 
country style such as the Gay 
Gordons and the Barn Dance. 
This meant that once we left 
school we could enjoy the 
Dances held every Saturday 
night in the local community 
halls. We certainly had no need 
for computer dating sites in 
those days and it was a very 
useful asset when attending 
Company functions.  I still 
love to dance whenever I have 
chance especially with my 
favourite partner – my husband.

Maureen Watson

Dancing.  This has always been one of my passions. 
I joined a dancing class to learn ballroom when I 
was 16.  I also learned jive and swing which were the 
forerunners of rock and roll.  Great to dance to.

At the age of 18 I became a Butlin’s Redcoat at the 
camp in Pwlleli, North Wales.  This was in the late 
50s when Billy Butlin himself used to visit. I was able 
to continue dancing as during the evening dance 
sessions we had to be hosts.  This meant dancing 
with both men and women.  There was a bit of stage 
work too.  Following this I had my family which did 
not involve a lot of dancing!

After my husband’s death I started cruising but 
didn’t think I would be able to dance at the evening 
events as I had no partner.  I did not know there 
were such gentlemen as dance hosts.  Bingo, I was 
able not only to dance but go to classes and up my 
knowledge with all the different dances.  There is 
nothing more exhilarating than a rumba or samba 
on deck or in the ballroom in the middle of one of 
the oceans in the world.

When at home again (still no partner) I joined a 
Line Dancing class – you don’t need a partner for 
that.  People mistakenly think Line Dancing is easy, 
all cowboy hats and yee-hah - WRONG!  I believe 
it is one of the more difficult disciplines, you really 
have to stick at it as every dance is different.  It is not 
only good exercise but good for the brain also.  The 
brain seems like a computer, once you master the 
routine somehow it is all there and once the music 
starts away you go.  I am not keen on yee-hah – line 
dancing has moved on from that.

It would be great if we could get someone to take 
classes here at Wadswick Green. 

As a parting shot I have just attended Maria’s Zumba 
class, a first for me but great fun – onwards and 
upwards!   

Marilyn Brixton 

My Passion 
    for Dancing
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In 1950 when I was 21 years old 
I was invited by one of my old 
school mates to a Bonfire Party 
in Reading.

That particular year Bonfire Night 
fell on a Sunday and in those 
days “one did not have Bonfire 
Night on a Sunday!”

So the party was held on the 
Saturday instead, 4th November 
1950, and at that party I met 
Margaret and we had our first 
dance around the bonfire. I was 
later invited to take her home.

That was 69 years ago and we 
are still dancing today, albeit 
very slowly.

Colin Rogers

In 1996 we first heard a young 
man called John Wilson and 
his fledgling orchestra; all 
students of the Royal College 
of Music. John was soon made 
the musical director of the 
Royal Garden Hotel, next to 
Kensington Palace, and began 
his memorable Manhattan 
Nights on the top floor of the 
hotel, where we had the great 
pleasure of dining and dancing 
to his wonderful orchestra. We 
were so privileged to join John 
and Gary Williams, our favourite 
singer, to attend the recording 
of their first Abbey Road album. 
And, for the last 10 years John has 
starred at the Royal Albert Hall 
BBC Proms with his, now, huge 
orchestra performing music 
from his incredible knowledge 
of the Great American Songbook 
of Hollywood and Broadway 
Musicals and the composers and 
lyricists of that golden age.

Such a memorable experience 
has added so much to our lives 
and lifetime friendships.

Michael and Judy Harriman

 

Like every little girl of my 
generation I started off dancing in 
a pink, crossover ballet dress worn 
with a white angora bolero, sadly 
my ballet came to an abrupt end.  
At age eight we moved to a small 
Highland village and sadly no ballet 
lessons to be had, just Highland 
dancing.  End of my dancing? but 
no…Scottish Country Dancing 
came into my life.

It is a delight, being fast, fun, 
energetic, inclusive and enjoyed 
by all age groups, you don’t 
even need a partner for some 
of the dances.  We learnt most 
of the classics for our school 
parties, you will have heard of 
Strip the Willow and the fiendish 
Eightsome Reel and many more 
beside. University Balls, wedding 
receptions and family parties all 
brought to life by the inclusion of 
these lovely dances which bring 
a party alive.  Fun when you are 
sober but carnage after a drink 
or two as I have observed at the 

New Years Eve Party in Edinburgh 
a few years ago – hilarious.

There are variations throughout 
the world, a friend runs master 
classes in Canada, Australia 
and would you believe Italy.  
Wherever Scots have travelled 
so have our country dances. 
We even had an attempt at 
Wadswick Green last year.

PS Met my husband at a ‘Hunt Ball’ 
(actually a village hop) in Cumbria 
enjoying some country dances 
and perhaps not entirely sober.

Hilary Flack

Daphne and I were brought 
together by dance.  We both 
joined the same ballroom dancing 
school in the late 1950s, but I was 
tutored on one night and Daphne 
on another. We only came 
together because my instructor 
told me that he was coaching a 
“nice young lady” who would suit 

me as a dancing partner very well.  
We met and never looked back.

Our dance styles were ideally 
suited and we enjoyed the waltz, 
tango and quickstep but liked 
the foxtrot most of all.  For the 
next two or three years we were 
frequently to be seen at dancing 
competitions across Kent and the 
South-East.  We regularly reached 
the finals and often won first prize.
We stopped dancing competitively 
shortly after we got married.  
Travelling to so many venues was 
becoming very expensive, even 
though we used public transport 
and took elaborate care to prevent 
Daphne’s ballroom gowns from 
getting crushed!  Those dresses 
did not come cheap either, 
especially as they needed to be 
replaced on a regular basis.  

But we loved dancing together 
and, after a ten year gap, we have 
recently started dancing again.

John Hierons  
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I took up dancing later in life and loved jive, ballroom 
and latin – and the fabulous dresses.  It was always 
such a delight to meet a good dancer

Pauline van der Duim

Daphne and John Hierons
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The first thing everyone wants to 
know about dementia is how it can 
be avoided.  Although dementia 
cannot be prevented or cured, the 
risk of developing dementia can 
be reduced by a healthy lifestyle 
and keeping active, physically, 
mentally and socially. 
 
At one of the regular coffee 
mornings in The Greenhouse, 
Adrian Cole, from the 
Rangeford Care team, gave 
an excellent presentation on 
dementia, which sadly affects 
1 in 14 people over 65.  We 
probably all know someone 
who has dementia, sometimes 
very mild, in other cases it 
is more advanced. As it is so 
common, particularly in older 
communities, it is helpful to 
understand a little more about it.

We learnt that there are 
hundreds of forms of dementia, 
the two most common being 
Alzheimer’s disease and 
vascular dementia.  Some are 

extremely rare and can be very 
difficult to diagnose.  We also 
learnt that no two people will 
be affected in the same way by 
the same type of dementia.

It was very enlightening to find out 
that people with dementia can 
often see things differently, for 
example a swirly, patterned carpet 
may look like writhing snakes, and 
is understandably alarming, or 
a black doormat may look like a 
deep hole to be avoided.

A diagnosis of dementia 
doesn’t mean that people can 
no longer lead a normal life, or 
continue to do what they enjoy.  
However, a little kindness, 
understanding and support 
can go a very long way and it 
is important to be patient, for 
example if someone is finding 
it hard to remember a word.  
Some memories may be lost (as 
the hippocampus deteriorates) 
but a person with dementia 
may well still experience 

happy emotions for people 
and places and experiences 
(emotional recall is centred in 
the amygdala). 

Incidentally, don’t worry about 
forgetting a word or a name; it’s 
perfectly normal!

Fortunately there are a wealth 
of opportunities at Wadswick 
Green to keep active in every 
way (e.g. walking, swimming, 
playing Scrabble or bridge, going 
to a Qi-Gong or aerobics class)!

Useful websites with more 
information are: 
www.alzheimers.org.uk 
www.alzheimerswiltshire.org.uk 

Dementia sadly affects 1 in 14 people over 65 
so here we discuss the condition and living with it

Dementia
       Awareness

Twiddle Muffs
Twiddle Muffs can be of 
great comfort to people 
with dementia. They are 
easy to knit or crochet from 
patterns which are free to 
download from the internet. 

The muff is basically a 
double knitted tube with 
decorations such as 
ribbons, beads, buttons 
and zips attached to give 
something for restless 
hands to do, providing 
comfort and distraction.

Why not have a go at making 
one?  They would be well 
received by hospitals, 
care homes and dementia 
awareness groups.

Somebody I used to Know               
by Wendy Mitchell

travelling on her own all over the country to attend meetings, give 
interviews and take part in research.  The detailed preparations she 
makes to enable these journeys are really quite amazing.  For some 
reason, although she struggles for words when talking she has no 
difficulty typing. Pre-diagnosis she had never used social media but 
now she writes a daily blog and is very active on Twitter.  Her iPad and 
mobile phone are her lifelines.  She says that it’s never too late to learn 
something new - even for someone with brain disease! 

This wasn’t a book that many of the group would have chosen to read, 
and it did leave some unanswered questions.  However, many of us had 
experience of a family member or friend with dementia and we were 
unanimous in wishing we had been able to read the book before …that 
it would have made our dealings with them so much easier.  There were, 
for example, many useful tips for ‘dementia proofing’ a house.  One simple 
suggestion was to put photos of a cupboard’s contents on the outside.  
This was a ‘lightbulb’ moment for me thinking of my father’s dementia - 
why did he always wear the same clothes and why did he not eat well 
despite having cupboards full of food?  The fact that he had no concept of 
anything being behind a closed door never occurred to me … or anyone 
else … if only we’d known!!!

I think we all admired Wendy’s determination to live life to the full and 
carry on ‘as normal’ while she could.

Joy Manton                                                   STAR RATING HHH
____________________________________________________________

Still Alice
Film based on the novel by Lia Genova

Alzheimer’s disease. As Alice regresses, feeling her memories and 
personality fading away, she tries to salvage what she can from the 
remaining moments with her family.

It is a very sensitive film and, although obviously emotional, it is not 
depressing. It gives an insight into the effects dementia has not only 
on Alice but her husband and three grown-up children. They all react 
differently, but one daughter in particular seems to have empathy with 
her and treats her with dignity. It reinforced to me that although the 
memory goes the emotions remain.

Pat fuggle                                                     

Dementia Awareness                                        January 2020

On the 31st July 2014 Wendy Mitchell 
was eventually diagnosed with early onset 
Alzheimer’s ... in her words “I may not have 
much of a short-term memory anymore 
but that date is one I’ll never forget.”

This book is an account of the long road 
leading to her diagnosis and how she has 
managed her life since.  Wendy made a vow 
to herself to say yes to everything while 
she could… and she still does, including

This film is based on the novel by Lisa 
Genova and has been very well researched. 
Julianne Moore gives a moving and Oscar 
winning performance of a successful 
linguistics professor Alice Howland who, at 
the age of 50, discovers she has early onset
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Why do I come 
to Scrabble?
To keep my brain active and 
to enjoy good company – it’s 
good to come out and be 
sociable – it’s an activity that’s 
easily accessible….
                                      Marjorie

I like to play to win or perhaps 
just for enjoyment – even if I’m 
not winning!  Come and join us 
in an afternoon on the tiles!        
                                       Jenny O’D

I play for the pleasure of good 
natured competition – and the 
joy of winning!  But I also come 
for purposeful companionship 
and I enjoy searching around 
in my brain for a word from my 
lifetime’s vocabulary that just 
fits the letters I’ve got!  
                                                 Claire

I love to play scrabble it’s really 
part of a family tradition - I always 
played with my mother, who 
was a crack player, she knew all 
the two letter words – they’re 
the good ones – very useful – 

in fact that is the secret – they fit 
into awkward places. Scrabble’s 
a good game to keep your mind 
active as you get older – it’s very 
enjoyable – I’ve always loved it 
and here there are some very 
good players so you’ve got 
to be on top form!  I’ve been 
here six weeks and the scrabble 
group’s the first one I joined.  I 
live in Almond Close which is 
lovely!                   Patsy

I’m hoping it might stave off 
dementia!                                              John

Activities
           at Wadswick Green

Wadswick Green residents regularly get together to enjoy various 
interests and activities. Here a few people tell us what they enjoy 
about Scrabble and Beading.

I’m new here and have just started 
learning to work with the beads. I 
have always liked sewing and doing 
crafty things so I was happy to begin 
something a bit different, and to get to 
know everyone else in the group. Dawn 
is our tutor and she helps us to develop 
from being a complete beginner to 
being able to create colourful and 
decorative articles. 
                                                          Marilyn

We come every week but you need to 
know that we sometimes get it wrong 
and so have to unpick it and start all over 
again – that’s what I’m doing now!                         
                                                               Doris

The beads are different sizes but 
are mostly very small, so we need 
a good light to see clearly what 
we’re doing.             Wendy

   

Yes, we take them home and 
work on them in the evenings!  
I’ve been coming to the group 
for some time – beading is new 
to me and a real challenge!   
                                  Daphne

The Beading Group

Stars for Christmas trees
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  Brain 
       foods 

Remember, your body is pre-programmed 
to repair and regenerate at any age, it’s just a 
bit slower as we get older. All you have to do 
is give yourself the best chance. So, if you’re 
feeling low, it’s never too late to give it a go!

By Dawn Rowland   (or 900g/2lb podded or frozen), 

  plus 8 whole pods to decorate.

• 100g unsalted butter
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In 2016 I was widowed. I lost my lovely 
husband to pancreatic cancer. This was 
not in our life plan which only goes to 
prove that making a life plan of any sort 
is probably for the naive.

Robert and I planned to travel the world 
and I saw no reason not to continue with 
this. However, having decided to travel 
alone I started to confront the realities: 
Will I be safe? Will I be lonely? Will I 
get lost? How will I manage all those 
terrifying airports?

Having given myself a good talking to 
I decided to cast all doubts and fears 
aside and to visit Southern Ireland. 
This seemed like a nice gentle start to 
world travel. The trip was booked with a 
reliable tour operator and my flight was 
to be from the very convenient Bristol 
airport. All seemed to be proceeding 
well. However, fate had a different idea!

During the descent into Cork airport we 
couldn’t help but notice that the plane 
was jumping around in an alarming 
manner. “It will all be fine” I told my 
inner self, who was already wondering 
if my daughters know where my will 
is. Next, the pilot informed us, in that 
calm, reassuring voice that they are 
trained to use, that, owing to the force 
nine gale and after a third attempt at 

landing, it was inevitable that we divert 
to Shannon airport. Strangely enough, 
after those initial thoughts of wills and 
grieving daughters, I calmed myself and 
decided that if death was coming there 
was b….. all I could do about it and those 
remaining would have to sort everything 
out themselves!

Anyway, it is obvious that, since I am 
telling this tale, I did not die and we 
landed safely at Shannon airport. One 
last problem remained to test my 
intrepidness. Some of my travelling 
companions, who were also on the 
tour, were metaphorically leaping from 
foot to foot in panic - “our transport 
is at Cork. What shall we do? We’re all 
doomed!!” Well, yours truly, with the air 
of a seasoned world traveller said “why 
don’t I ring the hotel. They will know 
what we should do”. That’s what I did 
and yes, our transport had been at Cork 
as the tour company had not told them 
of the change in time but it was now on 
it’s way to us.

All’s well that ends well and my first solo 
trip was fun and made me realise that 
I can cope on my own. Since that trip 
I have travelled to quite a few farflung 
places with very few dramas although 
some funny experiences which are 
probably best left for another time.

Travel Trials 

 By Jenny Gray
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Avocados
Beetroots
Blueberries
Broccoli
fresh ground coffee (before 12 noon)

Dark Chocolate or Cacao
Eggs
Extra Virgin olive oil (Eat raw, not cooked)

Leafy Greens

Tinned wild Alaskan Salmon 
fresh Keta Salmon (in Sainsburys)

Turmeric

Walnuts

Top Brain foods  (Hint… eat daily!) Suggested Benefits

Prevents blood clots, Boosts memory & concentration
Increases blood flow, Anti-cancer
Protects us from stress, Improves memory
Improved mood, Cleansing
Helps focus, concentration, mental agility & mood
Boosts mood, Slows mental decline
Happiness
Improves memory, learning & age-related degeneration

Reduces dementia, Slows cognitive decline
Lowers brain beta-amyloid, Builds grey-matter

Helps new brain cells grow, Improves memory & depression

Anti-Alzheimer’s, Protects arteries, Improves memory

Simple daily food habits to optimise brain health

•   Eat homemade food. Whole, organic, fresh, 
     local and unprocessed

•   Have fun creating a rainbow of colourful vegetables on your plate

•   Fruits and vegetables provide fibre for your gut bacteria, 
     and in return, the happy bacteria will keep you happy 

•   Eat some healthy fat at every meal (olive oil, organic butter,
     cold-pressed coconut oil, nuts and seeds, avocados). 
     60% of your brain is made up of fat

•   Eat about 20g (a fist-sized) portion of protein at each meal. 
     This can be animal proteins, beans, peas and lentils  

•   Minimise sugar, eliminate inflammatory fats (margarine, 
     mayonnaise, refined vegetable oils, supermarket sauces, 
     deep fried foods), food additives and preservatives

•   Supplement with a high-quality multivitamin, magnesium 
     citrate, vitamin D3, omega-3’s, probiotics, folic acid, B6 and B12. 
     Ask me, if you need some help choosing

                                   I’m passionate 
                                      about improving 
                                       health and 
                                        preventing 
                                         disease. 
       I’m an osteopath and Nutritional 
Therapist and I love to inspire people 
to change a few daily habits to, “add 
years to their life and life to their years”. 

Health and illness are simply at opposite ends of a “health spectrum” 

Just like physical health, mental health rests on a sliding scale and there are lots of things you can do to help yourself and 
improve your mood.  Think about getting the right amount of food, rest and exercise, recognise and minimise the causes of 
stress, talk to friends, and keep up your hobbies and interests.  Do come and see me if you would like any advice.

Come on, who can make the tastiest recipe or meal with the most ingredients and publish it in the next edition for us 

Happy to help!   you can call me on 07484 151419 or visit my website: www.newdawnhealth.co.uk
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Wadswick Reading Groups
Monday Group
7pm second Monday of the 
month, Royal Arthur Room 

Dark Matter 
by Michelle Paver

The plot is simple yet strong: an 
account of a scientific expedition 
to the High Arctic by four young 
Oxbridge men and a London 
University graduate down on his 
luck and with an outsize chip on his 
shoulder. The survey site is said to be 
haunted and the expedition is dogged 
with misfortune from the outset. 
Accidents and illness reduce the team 
to one man - Jack Miller, the chap 
with the chip. He is left alone and has 
much to contend with: the endless 
winter nights; ferocious blizzards and 
white-outs; an ice-filled sea; bone-
chilling cold; acute loneliness; and, 
worst of all, the threatening ghost 
of a coal-miner who, many years 
before, had been tortured to death by 
his companions. Luckily for us, Jack 
maintained a daily journal of these 
awful experiences, which may have 
distorted his sense of reality.

A truly chilling ghost story should 
still resonate and be disturbing 
a long time after first reading. By 
this criterion, Dark Matter did not 
cut the mustard. The ghost, apart 
from being lop-sided and wet and 
faceless, had little of the night about 
him and, unlike a proper ghost, 
did not inspire intense fear and 

nameless dread. Our group was 
made of stern stuff and only two had 
to keep their lights on at night!

But the book had much in its favour. It 
was an easy read. The plot and setting 
were original and the story moved 
along at a fast clip. The harsh beauty 
of the Arctic wasteland and its flora 
and fauna were vividly described in 
clear, simple prose.  We all fell in love 
with the huskies!  

STAR RATING HHH
Ron Spurgeon
____________________________

So Much Life Left over   
by Louis de Bernières

A difficult book to summarise and 
assess in a short review. The second 
novel in a planned trilogy, it concerns 
the trials and tribulations (and brief 
moments of happiness) of the 
members of three large families over 
the period between the end of the 
first world war and the beginning of 
the second.

We struggled with the book. The 
author wrongly assumed we would 
have read his previous novel and 
would know all about his characters, 
the relationships between them and 
how they had come to be as they are. 
We became even more confused

as the story repeatedly jumped 
backwards and forwards in time. 
Characters would be presented 
sometimes in their own voices, 
sometimes in the third person, 
sometimes in letters and sometimes 
in dialogue.  Several people were 
particularly unpleasant and it was 
difficult to empathise with them.

For all that, there were many things 
to like.  The story developed at a brisk 
pace; a vein of humour ran through 
several of the individual tales; and a 
gallery of Dickensian grotesques - 
and episodes of high farce - provided 
necessary relief from some of the 
harrowing storylines of love, loss and 
regret.  We also admired the author’s 
ambition in seeking to tackle such a 
big subject and manoeuvre such a 
huge cast of characters

STAR RATING HHH
Ron Spurgeon
____________________________

Birdsong   
by Sebastian Faulks
This famous novel about the horrors 
and futilities of trench warfare was 
published to widespread acclaim. 
Our reading group was unanimous 
in its praise of the book.

STAR RATING HHHH
Ron Spurgeon
____________________________

Tuesday Group 

7pm second Tuesday of the 
month, Royal Arthur Room

Normal People        
by Sally Rooney

This is the second novel from 
Sally Rooney, a young Irish 
novelist whose work has received 
critical acclaim, winning several 
prestigious awards. 

It tells the story of two school 
fellows, a girl, Marianne, from a 
wealthy well-to-do but unloving 
family and a boy, Connell, 
the son of a single working 
class mother who cleans for 
Marianne’s family.  It follows 
them during their last year at 
school, through Trinity College, 
Dublin, where both are scholars, 
and on into post-university life.   
The repetitive on-off/on-off 
again nature of their relationship 
is portrayed, and there is an 
added dimension to the story in 
that the tensions engendered by 
a romance between two people 
from different social classes are 
always present. 

Considering the rave reviews 
which the book received, it was a 
disappointment to discover that 
very few of our readers found it 
an enjoyable read.  That having 
been said, it can engender 
discussion about the nature of 
personal relationships and how 
our perception of ‘normality’ 
changes with each generation.  

The group’s feeling was that 
this was a book written in a 
minimalist style by a millennial 
novelist for a millennial audience.

STAR RATING HH
John Wilson
____________________________

The Last Runaway 
By Tracy Chevalier
The Last Runaway is a book that 
has a vivid and moving account of 
a young English Quaker girl in the 
1850s Ohio.  Honor Bright arrives 
from Bristol to find herself in a brave 
new world of extremes: scorching 
sun in summer, deepest snow in 
winter and runaway slaves hiding 
deep in the woods.  Should Honor 
follow her Quaker conscience 
and help them, even though that 
means breaking the law?   

The moral and physical core that runs 
through the book is a nineteenth 
century movement called The 
Underground Railway: a network 
of people across the United States 
who help black slaves escape from 
captivity in the South to freedom in 
the North.  Oberlin was a major stop 
on the railway, always a radical place.  
As a period piece on Ohio life in the 
1850s, it is admirable.  

The majority of the Book Group 
enjoyed reading this book and 
gave it a rating of 4 stars.

STAR RATING HHHH
Jeanette Cowler  
____________________________

The unknown Bridesmaid   
By Margaret Forster

A well-written book about a child 
psychologist and how events in 
her past affect her ability to relate 
to those close to her.  It stimulated 
lively discussion about incidents 
in our own childhoods as well 
as communication throughout 
generations and the way a child 
processes information. 

STAR RATING HHH
Pat fuggle
____________________________

Reading Groups                                  January 2020
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9

10 11

12

13 14

15 16

17 18 19

20

21 22 23 24

25

26 27 28

29 30

31 32

33

34 35

Across
1      Frequently (5)
5     Divest (5)
8      Sag (5)
10   Spanish fleet (6)
11    Israeli currency (6)
12   Bring together (5)
13    Dwelling (6)
14    Kine (Arch.) (6)
15    Moor (5)
17    Contaminate (6)
18   Resist (6)
20   Minor actor in crowd 
        scenes (5)
21    Sliding compartment 
        of furniture (6)
23   Capital of the 
        Bahamas (6)
25   World’s largest 
        democracy (5)
26   Regular customer (6)
28   Departs (6)
29   Rotten (5)

31   Capital of the 
        Philippines (6)

Crossword
 

puzzlingPuZZLES

Sudoku                                                  Chess 
Puzzle                                            
Black to play 
and checkmate 
in 4 moves

32   Scandinavian 
        kingdom (6)
33   In what place (5)
34   Tale (5)
35   Small salamanders (5)

Down
2     Alien (9)
3     Scrutinise (7)
4     Central Chinese 
        desert (4)
6     Crown (7)
7     Standard 
        of perfection (5)
8     Wife of your son 
       (8-2-3)
9     What shrinks do (13)
16   Behaved (5)
19   Declaration (9)
22   Soldier (7)
24   Type of twin (7)
27   Behind (5)
30   Junkie (4)

Poetry Puzzle   
Where does this extract come from?

7 5 6

4 8 3

5 1 3

7 1

9

4 1 3

6 2 9 1 4 7

7 8 2
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Solutions to this issue’s puzzles
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BALLRooM
CHARLESToN
CouNTRy
foXTRoT
GAVoTTE
JIVE

LINE
LoCoMoTIoN
MACARENA
MINuET
TANGo
TWIST 

PoLKA
QuICKSTEP
RuMBA
WALTZ

DANCING 
DAyS...
Find these 
16 types of 
dance hidden 
in the grid.W

o
RD

SE
A

RC
H

At once a voice arose among 
The bleak twigs overhead
In a full-hearted evensong 
of joy illimited…

Solutions for crossword puzzle: 
Across: 1 Often, 5 Strip, 8 Droop, 10 Armada, 11 Shekel, 12 Unify, 13 Living, 14 Cattle, 15 Heath, 
17 Infect, 18 Oppose, 20 Extra, 21 Drawer, 23 Nassau, 25 India, 26 Patron, 28 Leaves, 29 Lousy, 
31 Manila, 32 Sweden, 33 Where, 34 Story, 35 Newts. 

Down: 2 Foreigner, 3 Examine, 4 Gobi, 6 Treetop, 7 Ideal, 8 Daughter-in-law, 9 Psychoanalyse, 
16 Acted, 19 Statement, 22 Warrior, 24 Siamese, 27 Abaft, 30 User.

Solution to chess puzzle: 1. ... Black bishop to G1 check. 2. White queen takes black bishop
 on G1; Black knight to G4 check. 3. White pawn takes black knight; Black queen to H6 check. 
4. White bishop to H4. Black queen takes white bishop checkmate.

Solution to poetry puzzle: The Darkling Thrush by Thomas Hardy

Sudoku Medium No.321
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you’ll be amazed by the stunning apartments 
and beautiful landscaped grounds 
There is so much on offer at the award winning Wadswick Green 
Village, from the chauffeur driven trips and concierge services to 
clubs and hobby groups. Use the swimming pool or have friends 
over for lunch in The Greenhouse Coffee Shop and Restaurant - 
there is always something to keep you busy.

Independent Later Living
 

Land Wanted - 
Contact us in confidence

1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments from £229,950 to £669,500

Prices correct at the time of publication. Other charges apply, please ask for details. *Terms and conditions apply, subject to reservation by 31st March 2020.  

          

open Monday to Saturday 10am to 5pm

01225 220 943 
sales@wadswickgreen.co.uk
Wadswick Green, Corsham, Wiltshire SN13 9RD

www.wadswickgreen.co.uk

Two years Annual fee Paid*

NEW SHoWHoMES NoW oPEN

JoIN uS oN 12TH fEBRuARy 
AT THE ASH LANE LAuNCH EVENT

 11am to 3pm
Book your place by calling 01225 220 943 


